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Dec 21, 2019 Yesterday I tried to upgrade my 2016 edition to the 2019 edition. This was not possible. Now, the random AI
prevents me from playing Millennium Dawn. I've done a clean installation, but it still doesn't work. I've tried different AI's, but
it is always the same, always random . Dec 29, 2019 I have a save file with a lot of decisions mixed together I think that I need
to separate them in a.ini file. But my character isn't in the save file anymore, all the policies are gone . Jan 13, 2020 I've been
playing Millennium Dawn off and on for a couple of years, and I want to play it again. The game is essentially the same as it was
when I first bought it, except that the AI is changed. The AI now has some very strange decisions, and I have no idea how I can
reproduce them. Is there a way to cheat the AI in HOI4, or to get some previous version of the game that doesn't have these
problems? . Mar 29, 2020 I'm trying to load a new save, but the game won't let me. It always tells me there is no save file. I
know I made one, because I can load save files that were in another game. I think I deleted that save file accidentally. How do I
get my old save file back? Or can I just create a new save file? It's on a new computer that I haven't even played the game on
yet . Mar 29, 2020 I'm still having a problem with my save file. I just bought the 2019 edition. It works fine, except that the AI
is completely random. I've tried different AIs, but they are all the same, all random. I've already asked on the forums, but they
said there are no known solutions. There are some ideas for how to fix it in comments in the forum, but I didn't understand any
of them. If you can help me, I'd really appreciate it . May 28, 2020 I have an issue where my game shows the "In debt" box with
two big red boxes on it. Any ideas how to fix that? May 28, 2020 I've installed the mod and I can't get my game to launch. I'm
downloading a steam version . Jun 7, 2020 I have a game save file that I believe is
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Mar 23, Mar 25, 2020 This is a list of Hearts of Iron 4 Cheats that I have found or created and use, including. This topic has an
OP and a discussion thread, if you're looking for . Jul 25, 2020 For whatever reason, I can only see the game menu when in my
Hearts of Iron IV folder. I use the game disc to play . Dec 23, 2019 i use cheat - secret ID in coi4 for non modded country - i
put in firefly ann arbor then it show in red only - i put in phoenix and it made it blue and said i did not have the mod. Dec 23,
2019 I have an issue with Millenium Dawn 2020 running on steam. When i try to play it says the mod I installed was not
compatible. . Dec 9, 2019 I got this issue: country im looking at got an immergence>balance of power. After the 3rd slider of
rifling the country it just says that it has lost the mod. . Dec 14, 2019 2020 FAIR COUNTRIES. f678ea9f9e
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